Niles In-Ground Subwoofers
Experience What You’ve Been Missing
Complete your outdoor listening experience and hear the low notes you’ve been
missing with Niles Landscape Subwoofers.
Built with the same material that’s used to distribute municipal water
underground, the waterproof enclosure is buried, leaving only a discrete
canopy that blends into the outdoor environment. The canopy is
protected by an aluminum grille, ensuring water, dirt, and critters
don’t get inside.
Available in 10” and 12” woofer sizes, the subwoofer,
cabinet and port design are computer-optimized
to deliver rich distortion-free bass that fills your
outdoor space.

NI-GSBSUB-12 | NI-GSBSUB-10

FEATURES
■ Built to Last: Waterproof HDPE enclosures are made from the same material used in municipal water supply
lines. We dunk test every subwoofer before it ships to ensure a waterproof enclosure.
■ High-Flow Port Design: The internal design of the port and canopy assembly spreads moving air evenly in a
360-degree pattern, reducing air turbulence and eliminating annoying “port noise.”
■ Critter-Proof Cover: The port assembly is covered by an aluminum mesh grille that allows unrestricted airflow
yet prevents intrusion of bugs, animals and debris.
■ Performance: The subwoofer’s low impedance 8Ω design is the best option when it comes to delivering jaw
dropping performance in an outdoor environment. Optimized for use with GS-4 or GS-6 landscape speakers.

NI-GSBSUB-12

NI-GSBSUB-10

Woofer

12” (300mm) Mica-injected Polypropylene cone
with NBR Surround

10” (250mm) Mica-injected Polypropylene cone
with NBR Surround

Enclosure

Waterproof HDPE buried enclosure
with critter-proof port assembly

Waterproof HDPE buried enclosure
with critter-proof port assembly

Sensitivity

86dB

84dB

Frequency
Response

28Hz-120Hz +/- 3dB

30Hz-120Hz +/- 3dB

Power Handling

Up to 500W

Up to 300W

Nominal
Impedance

8 ohms

8 ohms

Warranty

5-Year

5-Year

SATELLITE SPEAKERS AND ACCESSORIES

(Sold Separately)

NI-GS-6

NI-GS-4

AW-LS-STAKE

AW-LS-MOUNT

AW-LS-CONDUIT

6” (152mm)
Satellite Speaker

4” (100mm)
Satellite Speaker

Landscape Speaker
Mounting Stake Accessory

Landscape Speaker
Surface Mount Accessory

Landscape Speaker Conduit
Box Mounting Accessory
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